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From Costa Rica to France
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Speakers

Vimala McClure

Nurturing Touch & Infant Mental Health.

The Parenting Practices that Influence Brain Development.

David Chamberlain, in The Mind of Your Newborn Baby, said,
“Babies are more capable than expected. They come bathed in mystery, genius wrapped in swaddling
clothes, wearing their baby disguises.”

I’m going to talk about the mind of a baby, and how parents can maintain a baby’s blissful state.
Why and how we came to damaging beliefs about parenting our babies — beliefs that do not support
our babies’ mental health.

Then I want to talk to instructors and trainers about their life’s work, about building a life you
love and taking care of your own brain and mental health; investing in your body and soul, believing in
the things that inspire you, and trusting the voice within.



The IAIM Programme: A Necessity for the Third Millennium Families

With this presentation Sylvie Hétu will highlight all aspects of the IAIM programme that systematically help
babies and their parents strive within the demands of the modern world. This will be from the brain and
nervous system perspective as well as from the sensory input and the never to be missed social aspects.

The following subjects will be covered:
Brain development in relationship with modern stimuli
Skin and the Brain
The IAIM programme and the notion of stimulation
Preventing nervous system challenges
Para sympathetic and Sympathetic parts of the nervous system
Healing from the over stimulation drama of the 3rd Millennium
Technology and IAIM: what to be aware of
The “perfect baby” syndrome
Parents and modern myths around parenting
The reality of third millennium parents
The social aspect of IAIM
How IAIM serves at many levels for a better world

Speakers

Sylvie Hétu



What is a baby’s inner experience ? An original obstetrical point of view.

Dr Hugues REYNES is a French gynecologists and obstetrician (graduated from Grenoble University). Having
addressed infertility issues with the most sophisticated methods for the last 30 years, he naturally turned his
interest towards the body-mind connection to find new solutions. Based on his own “inner experience” he has
created a body-mind centered approach for parents as described in his latest book “New parents, new children”
to prepare couples not only for birth but more importantly for parenthood. He also brings to light new points of
view on human life milestones (conception, sexuality, maternity, parenthood, midlife crisis and menopause).

For his presentation, he will share the insights he gained about the baby’s experience. Answering questions such
as : “What does a baby experience from an inner point of view? How does the environment influence babies’
perception abilities and imprint the brain ? What is at stake during development for a child?”. Dr Reynes’ touch of
originality is based on a double investigation: from clinical observations from his 30 years of birthing practice and
from investigating his own past, right back to his own birth process. His dual experience has influenced the way
he prepares parents to welcome and “be with the birthing being”. His innovative research will open a new field of
exploration for instructors who participate in the evolution of the IAIM program.

Speakers

Dr Hugues REYNES



Why does our skin matter so much ?

Marc LAFRANCE is Assistant Professor in the Department of Sociology and Anthropology at Concordia University,
in Montreal, Canada. He holds a Ph.D. in French Cultural Studies from the University of Oxford, England and
received additional training at the British Institute of Psychoanalysis (London, England) and the École Normale
Supérieure (Paris, France).
He examines the relationship between identity, embodiment and surgical technology. Looking at cosmetic,
reconstructive and transplant procedures, Lafrance considers how recent developments are radically reshaping
what it means to be human. Lafrance studies issues of body image and how they relate to men and masculinity. He
has published several articles on the philosopher Michel Foucault and on the psychoanalyst Didier Anzieu. His
research has appeared in professional journals such as Body and Society and Medical Humanities.

Marc LAFRANCE in his lecture, will introduce the “skin-Ego” concept originated from Didier Anzieu (French
psychoanalyst) that supports the idea that “healthy, nurturing touch” from parents is essential for an optimal self
development. The IAIM program therefore establishes itself as a precursor on prevention issues linked to identity
and self-esteem.
IAIM instructors will become more conscious of why the IAIM program is a powerful social tool and how touch,
essential to human healthy development, creates a clear frontier between “Me”, my skin and the world around us.

Speakers

Marc LAFRANCE



Early Bird February – April 30th 225 euros
Regular 1st May until 30th June 275 euros
Late 1st July until 30th September 350 euros

Persons who are not a member of any Chapter of IAIM  
should pay a supplement of 15 euros

These prices include :

• Welcome Cocktail on Friday 28th October

• All Educational Conferences and workshops

• Coffee/tea breaks between the conferences

Prices DO NOT include :

• Accommodation during the Conferences and General Assembly

• Meals and drinks during the Conferences and General Assembly

• The banquet on Saturday evening

Price for commercial stands:

International Chapters can rent a stand during the 2 days of educational conferences. The number of
stands being limited, the reservation will be on a first come first served basis.
Price of stand : 50€/day

Rates for the Educational Conferences



How to reserve your place :

It is now possible to reserve you place at the conferences and GA :

1. Click on this link to reserve:
http://iaim.wildapricot.org/page-1566463

2. Click on ”register”
3. Give the details requested and then proceed to payment.

The Registration Form will allow you to register and pay for the weekend (Conferences and
Workshops), the GA, the Saturday dinner dance and reserve accommodation at the FIAP (the
venue of the conference) if required.
You will receive confirmation of your registration and payment within 8 days by email.

http://iaim.wildapricot.org/page-1566463


Payment details :



Accommodation

The conferences, workshops and GA take place at:
FIAP 
30 rue Cabanis - 75014 PARIS
Metro : Glacière / Denfert-Rochereau

You can stay at the FIAP or choose accommodation nearby. We suggest :

- The FIAP Jean Monnet
- Hotel Magendie Belambra
- Marriott Hotel

Or book a room or a flat with :

- Airbnb
- Booking.com
- Bedycasa.com
- Couchsurfing.com



FIAP JEAN MONNET

The FIAP (http://www.fiap.paris) is located in the heart of Paris on the left bank of the River Seine, in the 14th
arrondissement (district), between the Place Denfert Rochereau and the Place d'Italie. The hotel has 200 rooms,
all have a washbasin, shower, toilet, telephone. Reception open 24h/24h. Rooms available from 2.30 p.m. Check
out 9.30 a.m.
Rate per person, per night for half board: room, lunch and buffet breakfast:

Single room: 83,50 €/person
Twin room : 62,50 €/person
Triple room: 57,00 €/person

For reservation, please use the IAIM registration form

Dinner at self service restaurant is 16,50€ (extra)

http://www.fiap.paris


HOTEL MAGENDIE BELAMBRA

Enjoy this completely renovated 2** hotel located within a 12 minute walk from the FIAP. The Hôtel
Magendie Belambra is a 6 floor building (2 lifts) that propose 112 rooms. All rooms are equipped with: a
double bed or two single beds, bathroom with shower and toilet. (bathroom linen changed every day), TV set
and pay-phone. A restaurant (buffet breakfast only), luggage room, ironing room, hair dryer on demand, Free
WIFI

Rates for room and breakfast buffet per night:
Single room: 105 €
Twin room : 125 €
Triple room: 140 €

Booking :
Please contact Mariama Gomes using the code name: IAIM
By email: mariama.gomes@belambra.fr
You’ll be asked to give a credit card number to guarantee your booking.

Address: Hôtel Belambra
“Magendie” 2, rue Magendie (corner 6, rue Corvisart) 75013 Paris



MARRIOTT HOTEL

Near the Montparnasse district on the Left Bank of the River Seine, the Paris Marriott Hotel welcomes you
with 4-star accommodation. It is a short distance from the railway station Gare Montparnasse and several
Metro stations. The hotel has 18 floors , 706 rooms , 51 suites . Facilities: Modern and fully equipped.
Rates for room per night starts at 210 € (depending of time of booking)

American breakfast buffet : 26€/person

You can book directly on : www.marriott.com
Paris Marriott Rive Gauche Hôtel 17, Boulevard Saint Jacques 75014 Paris

http://www.marriott.com/


Other Accommodation

AIR’BNB : https://www.airbnb.com
Rent unique places to stay from local hosts
Search for: Paris XIII Arr.

BOOKING HOTEL .COM : http://www.booking.com
Find the best deals for hotel rooms in Paris
Search for: Paris XIII Arr.

BEDYCASA.COM : https://fr.bedycasa.com
Travel differently, meet the local communities
Search for: Paris XIII Arr.

COUCHSURFING.COM : https://www.couchsurfing.com
Couch-surfers open their homes for free and share their lives. Connect and be
inspired.

https://www.airbnb.com/
http://www.booking.com/
https://fr.bedycasa.com/
https://www.couchsurfing.com/


How to get to Paris

Shuttle service ”Cars Airfrance”
From Airports: A reliable and economic way to Central Paris. Service runs 7
days a week, from 5 am to 11.40 pm. Very frequent service.

From CDG Airport: Line 4 –stop at Gare de Lyon
(1 h journey)
17,50€ one way / 26,50 round trip

From Orly Airport: Line 1 – stop at Gare Montparnasse
(45mn journey)
12,50€ one way / 19€ round trip

From Beauvais Airport: most low-cost airlines.
Use the shuttle service to central Paris.

http://www.airportsineurope.com/airports/paris-beauvais-airport/ 

Then from the shuttle arrival point you will need to take a taxi or
Metro to your accommodation.

More information, maps and time schedules on:
http://boutique.lescarsairfrance.com/ihm_vad/index.php

http://boutique.lescarsairfrance.com/ihm_vad/index.php


Taxis to and from the FIAP

From airports to FIAP:

CDG Airport: 45 min. about 55€ (day rate from 7:00 to 7:00 p.m. /one way + luggage)
Orly Airport: 25 min. about 35€ (day rate from 7:00 to 7:00 p.m. /one way + luggage)

To estimate cost and time check on: http://www.taxisg7.com/estimation-tarif-duree-course?

From Train stations to FIAP by Taxi, Metro (Underground ) or RER (commuter train):

Gare de Lyon: Taxi: 15 min. / about 15€ Metro line 14 & 6 : 26 min.
Gare Montparnasse: Taxi: 8min. / about 8€ Metro line 4 : 15 min.
Gare du Nord: Taxi: 21 min. / about 22€ RER B : 28 min.
Gare d’Austerlitz: Taxi: 9 min. / 12€ Metro line 5 & 6 : 30 min.
Gare de l’Est: Taxi: 19 min. / 20€ RER B : 32 min.



Metro (Underground)

A ticket will allow you to travel on Metro lines within Paris:
One ticket is 1,80€
10 tickets: 14,10€

For more information on how to get around:
http://www.ratp.fr/en/ratp/c_21879/visiting-paris/

From the closest Underground stations to the FIAP

1/Glacière (Underground line 6), 75013 Paris (France)

1. Take Boulevard Auguste Blanqui and continue on 170 m 
2. Carry straight on Boulevard Saint-Jacques and continue on 30 m
3. Turn left Rue Ferrus and continue on 150 m 
4. Turn right Rue Cabanis and continue on 100 m

Rue Cabanis, 75014 Paris (France)

http://www.ratp.fr/en/ratp/c_21879/visiting-paris/


Metro (Underground) or RER (commuter trains)

A ticket will allow you to travel on Metro lines within Paris:
One ticket is 1,80€
10 tickets: 14,10€

For more information on how to get around:
http://www.ratp.fr/en/ratp/c_21879/visiting-paris/

2/Denfert-Rochereau (RER  B or line 4 ) 75014 Paris (France)

1. Take Place Denfert-Rochereau and continue
2. Turn left Boulevard Saint-Jacques and continue on 480 m
3. Turn right Rue Dareau and continue on 100 m
4. Turn left Villa de Lourcine and continue on 150 m
5. Turn left Rue Cabanis and continue on 50m

Rue Cabanis, 75014 Paris (France)

http://www.ratp.fr/en/ratp/c_21879/visiting-paris/


General Information



Contact and information:

Cherry Barruol: conference2016@iaim.net

Sivan Cieutat : conference2016@iaim.net

mailto:conference2016@iaim.net
mailto:conference2016@iaim.net

